Super Tank Blitz Game Introduction

<Super Tank Blitz> is a mobile casual sandbox game developed by Lumidia Games and serviced by Smilegate Megaport
in 150 countries globally.
It is a sequel to Super Tank Rumble, which was released in 2017 and marked 1.5 million downloads. Based on its
predecessor’s success, Super Tank Blitz shows a new standard for the mobile sandbox genre, providing upgraded
content with an intuitive UI.
Super Tank Blitz inherited two keywords of Super Tank Rumble, “Tank Assembly” and ”Battle”. By combining these two
factors with collecting characters, the game offers the fun of strengthening Commanders.
Enjoy a new sandbox genre with Super Tank Blitz.
Super Tank Blitz PV YouTube link: Click Here
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■ Key Message
1. Enhance creativity
2. Easy and casual to make people get used to sandbox genre easily
3. New content added. Assembly system improved.
■ Core Features
1. Easy and intuitive tank building! Max creativity!
Assembly is the main content of Super Tank Blitz. Players can assemble and design their own tanks using different
blocks and upgrade them with Sub Weapons and Sub Gadgets.
There are an infinite number of tanks that can be made in Super Tank Blitz depending on the players’ creativity. Design
a tank best for battle to achieve victory.
The improved UI makes it easier to assemble your tank, and you can also purchase other players’ Blueprints for help.

2. Casual but thrilling real-time battle
Players can have real-time battles using the tanks that they built.
It’s a non-target shooting 1vs1 Death Match. However, it also has other content such as Team Death Match and Survival
Mode.
In Survival Mode, there are several maps such as Volcanic Island, Glacier Island, and Munitions Factory. Each map has
different battle points. Dropping lava, falling ice, or receiving damage under a certain condition, which makes the battle
even more interesting.
In addition, the game is easier as players can control their weapons with a single button.
There are various weapons, Sub Weapons, and Sub Gadgets in Super Tank Blitz, offering different battle experiences.
Players can achieve victory not only by eliminating opponents but also by pushing them off the battlefield.

3. Fun strengthening various Commanders
In Super Tank Blitz, at launch, there are 12 Commanders that can be acquired. It is a new system added which is
different from Super Tank Rumble and offers the fun of strengthening a Commander!
Players can collect Commanders using Trophies acquired after battles.
Each Commander has their own skill and tank, adding a strategic point to the game. In addition, after acquiring multiple

Commanders, players can combine tanks to create their own tank.
Even after collecting all Commanders, acquired Trophies can be used to gather or upgrade blocks and make the tank
stronger.

